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Purpose of the Annual Report
The Dettah District Education Authority (DDEA) Annual Report for the 2017-2018 school year was
prepared in compliance with the Financial Administration Act that requires NWT Education Bodies
to report on their operations, compliance to educational directives, and implementation of activities
and initiatives in line with the GNWT Mandate and the Minister of Education’s direction.
An Annual Report is one of the key components of the Education Accountability Framework that
was implemented in 2016 as part of the Education Renewal and Innovation Framework: Directions
for Change (2013) and following new requirements of the Financial Administration Act that were
put in force in 2016. The purpose of the Annual Report is to ensure that Education Bodies remain
accountable to their Operating Plans.
The current Annual Report is based on the DDEA 2017-2018 Operating Plan.

DDEA Operating Environment
School Profiles and Student Enrolment
DDEA consists of one school, Kaw Tay Whee (KTW), with 47 students in 2017-2018 school year.
KTW is the community school of Dettah. The population of Dettah is approximately 250. It is
located on the Great Slave Lake in the North Slave Region of the Northwest Territories.
KTW offers Junior Kindergarten to Grade Eight programming, as well as limited Career Technology
Studies credits. At times, parents of Grade Nine students following an Individual Education Program
(IEP) may request that their child remain at KWT in order to continue to work on IEP goals. In
consultation with the family and student, and the DEA, KTW tries to accommodate such requests,
whilst ensuring that a plan to move forward with transitioning to high school also occurs.
Beginning in September 2017, KTW offered an alternative high school program for Grades 10-12.
KTW houses a library and a computer lab with internet access. Both of these spaces are open to the
wider community of Dettah during the school day.
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Table 1 below provides an overview of the school, while Table 2 provides information on student
enrolment in the school in the completed school year.
Table 1: DDEA School Profiles 2017-2018.
School

Community

Kaw Tay Whee School

Dettah

Grades
Offered

Student
Enrolment
(FTE)1

Teaching
Staff (PY)2

JK-8

47

3

Table 2: Student enrolment (FTE) by school and by grade as of September 30, 2017.
Grades
School
JK
K
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12

KWT

2

DEA
Total

1

3

3

3

3

4

7

2

4

2

3

6

4

47

Student and Teacher Population
The school employs six full-time employees and one part-time custodian. Over 50% of employees
have worked in the school for ten years or longer. The school is organized in four classrooms, and
each classroom teacher teaches multiple grades. Previously, the school has employed a custodian as
a half-time employee. While the school was budgeted for a .35 custodial position in the past fiscal
year, it still employed a custodian as a half-time position in light of the fact that work involved in
the position remained the same this year, despite a slight decrease in the student enrollment.
Similarly, the school was budgeted for less than three full time teaching positions. In light of the fact
that the work involved in planning for, and delivering classroom instruction was the same this year
despite slight decreases to student enrollment, the school still employed three full-time teaching
positions. In both the case of the custodian position and the full-time teaching positions, the school
covered these additional costs by accessing surpluses in the school’s budget.
The DEA is also responsible for other services that are not fully provided for through the funding
formula, including superintendency fees ($27, 500.00), a school bus (funded for $40,000.00; with
an actual cost of over $60, 000.00), and audit fees (approximately $15,000.00). The DEA is funded
for a .20 of a school secretary position ($16, 856.00), and as the DEA is not funded for a comptroller
position, this funding is allocated toward bookkeeper fees.

1 FTE

stands for home/origin school full-time equivalents with 60% or more attendance as of September 30,
2017.
2 PY stands for person years and refers to funded positions. Teaching staff includes staff providing instruction
to students, such as teachers, teaching principals, and others.
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The school serves a small population and embraces a whole-child philosophy. Almost all students
at KTW self-identify as Dene.

DDEA Governance
DDEA Governance
The DDEA is made up of seven elected members. The DDEA Chair has a direct reporting
relationship to the Minister of Education, Culture, and Employment. The member terms are as laid
out in the Local Elections Authorities Act, and the DEA employs one person. DEA members are
required to be of legal voting age, and to live in Dettah for a period of one year prior to running for a
position. Members follow a three year term, and are able to run as many times as they would like;
provided that they meet the criteria mentioned above. Members are required to attend all DEA
meetings and if not able to attend must call with regrets.
The DEA is very unique in that it does not employ a comptroller, maintenance staff, or human
resource (HR) personnel. Therefore, the principal’s role includes overseeing an annual external
audit, as well as an education authority and its general organization, management and growth in
addition to her regular roles as a community school teaching-principal.
As the DEA is site-based-managed for funding, much of the day-to-day responsibility for KTW
School also belongs to the principal; in consultation with and under the guidance of the DEA. The
building is owned by the Government of the Northwest Territories so frequent interactions with
other levels of government, contractors, etc. is a part of this role. The principal also takes day-today responsibility for the bus contract, and acts as a liaison with all visiting professionals and
contractors.
As the DEA contracts only Superintendency services from Yellowknife Education District Number
One.
The teaching-principal/RISC is responsible for direct-correspondence and reporting on behalf of
the DDEA; frequently completing reports and documents required by entire DECs.
Some examples include The Accountability Framework and the associated Operating Plan and
Annual Report, The Safe Schools Plan, and the Inclusive Schooling Compliance Tool. This is
important to note; as the principal also has teaching responsibilities and is responsible for
completing tasks that are undertaken by entire district offices in other parts of the territory

Governance Training
No formal governance training took place in the 2017-2018 school year. In part, this was due to the
fact that DDEA had no new members in the 2017-2018 year. As well, all DDEA meetings include
active, situational-based training and learning opportunities for members.
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District Education Authority Meetings
The DDEA meets on a monthly basis, with occasional extra meetings should an identified and
specific need arise; for example an unexpected issue with staffing, funding, or a serious event in the
school or community requiring action or assistance on the part of the members. The DEA may also
meet for Education Authority development. In 2017-2018, DDEA met monthly between September
and June on the 2nd Thursday of each month. Ten monthly meetings occurred in the 2017-2018
school year.
In addition to meeting as a whole, the Dettah District Education Authority has two main
committees, comprised of the hiring committee and the finance committee. Each committee has two
members, and the chairperson may attend these meetings at his or her discretion.
Table 3: DEA Meetings Schedule.
Meeting Planned Date Planned Location
Number
1
2
3
4.
5
6
7
8
9
10

September
14 2017
October 12
2017
November 9
2017
December 14
2017
January 11
2018
February 8
2018
March 8 2018
April 12 2018
May 10 2018
June 14 2018

Did the meeting take
place as planned?
(Yes/No)
Yes

If no, explain why.

Yes
Yes
No

Rescheduled and completed
due to member
travel/availability

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Rescheduled and completed
due to member
travel/availability
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Language, Culture and Identity
Outlined below are achievements on programs and activities implemented to support the
development of language, culture and sense of identity.
Wiiliideh Language Program – Our Languages Curriculum (small scale pilot)
Priorities in the
2017-2018
school year:
Achieved results:

Through the Wiiliideh Language Program, students are provided Wiiliideh
Language instruction 5 times each week. During this time, the history of the
Yellowknifes Dene First Nation, the legends of the Yellowknives Dene First
Nation, and the language are all explored.
• As part of the Wiiliideh Language Program, KTW was unexpectedly able to
pilot the Indigenous Languages: Our Languages Curriculum (OLC) in 20172018 for all students, in all grades.
• Through the OLC, all students in all grades had access to new language
resources throughout the year.
• All students in all grades participated in 30 minutes of Wiiliideh Language
Program instruction, 4 times per week.
• All students in all grades learned phrases and questions like: “May I go to
the washroom/ get a drink?” “Sit down” “Stand up.”
• All students in all grades learned words for the household, family units,
the outdoors, and school items.
• All students in all grades learned a special “mystery Wiiliideh phrase” each
week.
• KTW students produced a film for the Dead North Film Festival, and
included use of the Wiiliideh language throughout their film.

School wide Dene Laws and Dene Kede Themes
Priorities in the
2017-2018
school year:

Achieved results:

Our culturally-responsive school embraces a new Dene Law and Dene Kede
theme each month, following a three year planned cycle. This approach acts
as cornerstones of our learning for that month. The exploration of these
themes frequently includes Key Cultural Experiences that may occur in the
school through a guest such as an Elder; or out on the land. Our measures of
success are in the products that students create to show evidence of learning;
including samples of writing and other pieces of published works, pieces of
original artwork based in the Dene Tradition, and the speaking of the
Wiiliideh language related to themes.
As the Dene Kede is the founding curricular document in the Northwest
Territories; teachers at Kaw Tay Whee School plan in an integrated manner;
across the curriculum; for example a Dene Kede animal theme (ie: beaver)
would include related science and social studies lessons, story-telling from an
Elder, related literature, and research. Activities are planned by classroom
(MAG) teachers to carefully align with other curricular outcomes and student
learning levels and interest. Key Cultural Experiences are usually done in a
whole-school format, with a variety of activities for students to choose from.
• In 2017-2018, all students in all grades, as well as all KTW teachers
participated in a 5-day camp on the land as a school. Activities included
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•

•

working with an Elder, working on many different animals, drumming and
hand-games (for the boys), fire building, bird and bug watching and
identification (with manuals), outdoor cooking, storytelling with an Elder,
and reading theme-related legends and stories. Setting up a wall tent in
the back of the school ensured that our youngest students had
opportunities to come and go in natural time with their attention spans;
and that our oldest learners had a chance to explore the activities more in
depth.
After the close of camp, some students wrote essays, photo essays, and
published comic books to demonstrate and show evidence of their
learning. Infusing technology through assigning interested students as
“camp photographers” was a positive strategy; these students also
understood that in their role as photographer, they were free to share the
camera with others so they could participate in activities as well.
The school operates on a three-year planning cycle for Dene Kede themes
and the Dene Laws. The schedule aligns with the seasons and guides
appropriate outdoor and learning activities. 2017-2018 was year one of
this three-year planning cycle.

Annual Birch Sap Harvest
Priorities in the
2017-2018
school year:

Achieved results:

Our school spends part of each day for close to two weeks on the land
harvesting birch sap each Spring. We are part of a cooperative, and use this
time to practice being on the land, using the Wiilideh language, working with
an Elder and learning about local history and stories, while engaging in active
living. As the culminating event, we bottle the sap after is boiled into syrup.
The event is meant to engage the community, building school-and community
relationships, as well as to preserve and share community knowledge.
• This program ran for two full weeks in the spring, as planned; including
time on the land harvesting, as well as classroom time preparing, and
working on related activities and learning experiences.
• Daily harvest occurred for about 70 minutes each day; and then regular
classes resumed.
• Students spent two full days on the land to begin the harvest and bottle
the syrup.
• We worked with a film producer to create the film in the link provided,
showcasing this event and its role in supporting the preservation of
community-based knowledge:
https://vimeo.com/277552810 (password: Birch)

Key Aboriginal Cultural Experiences
Priorities in the
2017-2018
school year:

In connection with seasons, the Dene Kede themes and the Dene Laws,
students engage in a number of culturally relevant experiences important to
the Dene People. Working with Elders and Cultural Experts, students engage
in learning experiences on the land, engage with traditional arts, and explore
the history and traditional ways of knowing and being of the Yellowknives
Dene First Nation. These experiences occur several times throughout the year,
during all seasons. Many times, these experiences are linked closely to Dene
Kede themes. These experiences are an important part of our school culture,
and while the general theme and activity is planned for the whole school; the
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depth of participation is differentiated by age level.
Experiences begin with pre-teaching and an examination of personal
knowledge, as well as an exploration of the knowledge students wish to learn.
After the experiences occur, students re-construct their learning in the form of
a product to share with a wider audience; for example a piece of writing, art,
or a blog post.

Achieved results:

Frequently, the experiences are planned in advance; while sometimes they
occur with little notice; depending on the availability of a certain type of
animal or arrival of a person with specific expertise. As a small community
school, we strive to be flexible and open to working with Cultural Experts who
are interested in passing on the teachings to our students.
• All students in all grades took place in seasonally appropriate
activities that aligned with community interests and planned Dene
Kede theme activities including: berry picking, KTW camp week, and
sessions from Cultural Experts in harvesting (described below).
• Along with sessions on harvesting specific animals, all students in all
grades had opportunities to practice traditional art forms such as fish
scale art, in keeping with the philosophy of using the whole animal.

Aboriginal Role Model Program
Priorities in the
2017-2018
school year:

In 2012, KTW introduced the “Aboriginal Role Model Program” with the intent
to promote careers and post secondary education. Students co-constructed
criteria related to what they thought a role model should be and decided that
high school graduation, current full-time employment, and going on a vacation
were the requirements. Students have had guests including famous Aboriginal
authors, singers, Elders, and a Naturopathic Doctor, and a Standing Rock
activist. It is important to note that other Aboriginal special guests who do not
fit this criteria also visit the school, and teach about traditional skills, arts, and
share stories. This program occurs several times throughout the school year,
depending on the number of Role Models available, and on student interest.

Achieved results:

•

All students in all grades, and all teachers participated in visits from
community-based Cultural Experts who provided teaching on hunting and
preparation of the following animals: swan, otter, beaver, and duck. These
opportunities took place over the course of several sessions. These
opportunities provided students with examples of community-based,
Aboriginal role models who have strong skills in areas of hunting,
trapping, harvesting and other traditional skills.

Health, Wellness and Student Support
Outlined below are achievements on programs and activities implemented to support health and
wellness of our students and teachers, meet diverse needs of our learners, and create an inclusive
learning environment.
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All Day Food Program and Weekend Food Packs
Priorities in the
2017-2018
school year:
Achieved results:

The school will continue to offer a full-day healthy and nutritious food
program for students. The program is comprised of a variety of fresh fruit
each morning, a balanced and from-scratch lunch; consisting of ingredients
from at least three food groups, as well as additional snacks for students in
need. Additionally; some students access extra food for weekends.
• Breakfast, lunch, and snacks provided for all students, every day through the
school year as planned.
• Weekend food packs provided for some students, every weekend throughout
the school year as planned.

All-season Outdoor Education Program
Priorities in the
2017-2018
school year:

Achieved results:

As physical activity is an important cornerstone of wellness, our students
engage in outdoor education and activity in all seasons. Winter activities
include skiing, snowshoeing, and ice-fishing. Fall and Spring activities include
gardening, biking, scootering, skateboarding, and canoeing. Students have the
opportunity to give input to this programming, and their ideas help our
programs grow and change. These programs occur all year long, depending on
the weather and safety. These programs both compliment our Physical
Education program, and are offered as additional programming. In spending
time outside with students, on the traditional lands of the Yellowknives Dene
First Nation, being engaged in a variety of physical activities, we hope to
support the continued development of a love for the land, a curiosity about the
world around us, and a connection to the personal identity and culture of our
students as Dene people.
• Winter activities with all students in all grades, took place weekly and
included: cross country skiing, snowshoeing, ice-fishing, fat bikes. Fat biking
was especially popular with students in the 2017-218 school year.
• Fall and spring activities with all students in all grades, took place weekly and
included: gardening, biking, scootering, skateboarding.

Public Health Support
Priorities in the
2017-2018
school year:

Achieved results:

We have developed a strong relationship with public health, and offer
“workshop style” learning experiences for students on topics such as “family
life”, “sexuality”, “drugs and alcohol”, “personal safety”, “healthy
relationships”, “puberty”, “how to handle stress” and “body image”. These
workshops are interactive and informal, and give students chances to ask
questions and explore material related to the topics. We hope to continue to
build on this successful model to assist students in adding to their personal
toolboxes of skills. These workshops typically occur 3-4 times each school
year, depending on the availability of the Public Health Nurse.
• Continuation of learning about Self-Regulation through continued
professional reading, and the use of materials and strategies provided
through the use of self-regulation funding; including the classroom toolboxes,
guitars, and micro-climates throughout the school.
• All students in all grades, and all teachers, participated in a cannabis webinar.
• All staff were trained in the administration of Naloxone, the antidote for
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•
•
•

fentanyl.
KTW School offered a school-based community flu vaccine clinic, available to
all students in all grades, as well as the community at large.
All students in all grades had the opportunity to participate in school-based
regular immunization, and immunization catch-up clinics with Public Health.
All students in all grades participated in Public Health and RCMP visits and
informational sessions.

Teaching and Learning
Outlined below are achievements on programs and activities implemented to support excellence in
teaching and professional development of our educators.
Teaching Partners for Unit Co-Design
Priorities in the
2017-2018
school year:

Achieved results:

Our school pairs and will continue to pair newer teachers with master
teachers to design units of study, following the backwards design method.
Additionally, the master teachers will continue to do many demonstration
lessons, followed by de-briefing meetings. This approach allows for newer
teachers to better understand how to differentiate and deliver multi-layered
lessons in the MAG –Multi Age Group environment. It also assists newer
teachers in understanding how to set high expectations for student learning
and student work quality. Collaboration is a very important part of our school
culture, and ensuring that teachers are supported in their endeavors to craft
meaningful, culturally relevant, and engaging learning opportunities is crucial
for student success. This process is on-going throughout the entire school
year.
• In 2017-2018 there were no new teachers at KTW School. As such,
teaching partnership for the purpose of co-design took place throughout
the year with all teachers, and involved the following steps: modeling,
coaching, debriefing, development of instructional strategies and plans.
Each teacher participated in both the role of the coach and the receiver of
feedback and as a result, improved their teaching practice by receiving
constructive feedback and implementing strategies based on this
feedback, and by observing another teacher’s strategies and thinking
critically about approaches used by other teachers that could be beneficial
in their own teaching practice.
• The Program Support Teachers and Regional Inclusive Schooling
Coordinator worked with each teacher to form the school based support
team and help develop strategies to address needs in the classroom;
including strategies for supporting multiple needs and levels in one
classroom, strategies for supporting students struggling with specific
learning objectives, and strategies for fostering positive classroom
relationships.

Professional Learning
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Priorities in the
2017-2018
school year:

Achieved results:

Dettah DEA is responsible for providing professional learning opportunities to
build the capacity of their education staff in the North. These opportunities are
planned in alignment with both ECE and Dettah DEA priorities.
Only group-based professional learning opportunities are included.
KTW School staff participate in professional development opportunities offered
by YK1 when appropriate and relevant to our own School Improvement Plan goals
and plans, and also participate in other professional development that is more
specifically aligned with school goals and teaching and learning plans and goals.
• STIP time was used to collaborate and learn how to better implement SSP
and IEP goal setting plans. This enabled staff to create more effective SSP
and IEPs, and provided staff more confidence in implementing these plans.
• Staff were trained in various mental health and wellbeing certifications,
enabling them to better support students, teachers, and sometimes,
community members who were in distress:
o Three staff were trained in Mental Health First Aid.
o One staff was trained in Mental Health First Aid for Youth.
o Two staff were trained in Applied Suicide Intervention Skills
Training (ASIST).
o All staff were trained related to self-harming behaviours and
trauma-informed practice
• All staff participated in daily debriefing activities at the end of the school
day at which time the staff discusses learner profiles and strategies to
address those profiles as a group.
• Different staff members participated in course work as appropriate,
through different educational institutions., including coursework toward
Early Childhood Education certification and other university-based
courses to improve teaching and learning
• All staff participated in training related to Dene language and culture,
which they applied throughout the year as part of their delivery of Dene
Kede based curriculum, and during school activities and events such as the
KTW School camp.
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Student Outcomes and Success
Outlined below are results on programs and activities implemented to support academic
achievement and to improve student attendance.
Guided Reading and Math Cross Groups
Priorities in the
2017-2018
school year:

Achieved results:

We will continue to implement our successful model of flexible crossgroupings for guided reading and mathematics. This has allowed for our
students to thrive and continue on with learning quickly when they have
mastered concepts or reading levels. Teachers will continue to work together
to ensure best practices and assessments are on-going, and that students are
held to a high level of expectation and accountability to urgency for learning
and self-responsibility, including data collected through stamina minutes,
reading rate logs, goal-setting (WILF) and conferencing. We will continue to
work to build a sense of urgency in students as related to their learning. These
groups occur daily, and students are assessed a minimum of once each term.
• Daily guided reading sessions for all students
• Daily guided mathematics sessions for all students
• Several annual assessments of reading for all students using the Fontas &
Panell assessment tool provided evidence and data of student growth and
was used to plan for next steps in student learning
• Annual assessment of mathematics skills for all students using student
math journaling.

Maker Spaces and Genius Hour
Priorities in the
2017-2018
school year:

During the next school year, we plan to build extensively on our preliminary work
on both Maker Spaces and Genius Hour. These inquiry and project based learning
opportunities allow students to explore and research in a hands-on way. The
major focus for our school will be related to resilience. In both of these projects,
mistakes are a huge part of the learning, and we will continue to strive to help
students understand that mistakes are an important part of learning. Additional
benefits to both the Maker Space and Genius Hour include the promotion of
agency, confidence, independence and decision-making.

Achieved results:

•

This planned activity did not occur in the 2017-2018 school year due to
competing priorities.

Student Attendance – September School Attendance and On-Time Awareness Campaign
Priorities in the
2017-2018
school year:

In September, the school and DEA work together to share and teach about the
importance of every day and on-time attendance at school. An information
campaign through mail, and social media, in addition to a number of special
events are planned and executed to get discussions and planning started.
Students and families are provided with resources (ie: alarm clocks; etc. see
below) and a number of celebration events and recognition events occur. This
initiative is met with much excitement and positivity in the community. DEA
members act as support people, and assist with engaging families to talk about
these important goals for students.
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Achieved results:

•

The majority of students were on time and regular attenders during the
2017-2018 school year. This is part of a continued improvement in ontime attendance that KTW School has seen over the past 5-10 years.
Improved attendance at KTW School has resulted in better student
engagement and improved student wellbeing, including student outcomes.

Student Attendance – On Time by Nine and Alarm Clock Program
Priorities in the
2017-2018
school year:

Achieved results:

It is a struggle for some children wake up in the morning to attend school, or
to attend school on time, and so an alarm clock program was introduced (the
oldest sibling in each family, or the only child were taught how to use the
alarm clock, and instructions were written as part of an expository writing
lesson). After demonstrating that the students knew how to use it, an alarm
clock was given to each family and there is an on-going battery replacement
program. School staff also offer other supports to assist students in attending
school on time, including phone calls, texting, door knocking, or networking with
extended family members to find creative and respectful ways to help children
arrive “On Time By Nine”.
A special program to celebrate and increase on-time attendance called “On Time
By Nine” was developed, and is tracked in a prominent area in the school.
Attending school “on time by nine” a certain number of days in a row ensures the
student a “recognition seat” at a pre-determined event (chosen by the students
as a group). Past events included: Wii fit and popcorn, cake decorating, skiing,
painting and nachos, a salad bar party, Lego bash, bowling, and spooky surprises.
This program is funded through proposals, which are written by the school
principal. In September, to set the stage for a strong year, with the goal of ontime attendance becoming a habit, several special draws and extra events are
held.
Since the implementation of this program, we typically see an average of 80% on
time attendance each day. Notice that attendance is not just expected; being on
time is. Prior to the implementation of this program, students were rarely on
time; and the overall attendance was regularly under 50%.
Being “On Time By Nine” and present all day are criteria for participating in Extra
Curricular clubs and activities.
On occasion, to celebrate and support families who have shown an improvement
in on time attendance, recognition is given through special notes, certificates, or
“Family Nights Out” with tickets to the movie theatre and a gift certificate to a
local restaurant. This is done privately, along with a phone call or meeting with
those parents or guardians. These projects are on-going throughout the school
year.
• Recognition of on time and regular attendance took place once per week
with students during the 2017-2018 school year.
• Recognition activities for students included: Wiiliideh Language game
sessions, Wii fit and popcorn, cake decorating, skiing, painting and nachos,
a salad bar party, Lego bash, bowling, and spooky surprises.
• Family recognition of improvements made in on time and regular
attendance took place as these improvements occurred, on an as-andwhen basis.
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•

Almost all students were on time and regular attenders during the 20172018 school year This is part of a continued improvement in on-time
attendance that KTW School has seen over the past 5-10 years. Improved
attendance at KTW School has resulted in better student engagement and
improved student wellbeing, including student outcomes

Student Attendance – Sleep Study
Priorities in the
2017-2018
school year:

Many students continue to arrive at school too tired to learn. Students identified
this fact aloud, and we decided to do some research to find out how much sleep
our bodies really need in order to function. The sleep study is linked closely to
self-regulation, which is a big focus in education in the Northwest Territories.
Together, we examined the sleep recommendations from the Canadian Paediatric
Society and started tracking our sleep on a nightly basis. Students have set a
weekly sleep goal, based on their research, and created charts, they then
recorded the time they went to sleep each night and the time they woke up each
morning. Next, they calculated to see if we were carrying a debt or surplus. We
have a good idea of trends in our school sleep patterns now; which include major
challenges after long weekends, and holidays. We use social media and our
newsletter (ie: Facebook) to share information about the benefits of regular
sleep, as well as the required amounts per age for optimal neurological activity .
The rationale for the program came from many students sharing their feelings of
being too tired to learn. It began as an inquiry project, and bloomed into an
authentic learning experience.
This connects with learning outcomes in math, health, English Language Arts, and
ICT. Students tracked their sleep for two weeks at a time and created a plan to
“pay themselves back” if they were in debt, students also learned how to build up
a surplus in advance of a big planned event like a sleepover.
Class discussions about bedtime routines, use of wake up methods, and sleep
hygiene will continue to occur as part of brainstorming sessions on how to
improve. Discussions about how adequate and lack of sleep can impact our brains
and our ability to learn will continue to occur.
The school has continued to hear positive comments from family and DEA
members about hearing children talking about their sleep and making plans to get
to bed earlier.

Achieved results:

•
•
•

KTW revised its plan to have students track their own sleep patterns and
habits in the 2017-2018 school year.
General sleep education and discussions were held with all students in all
grades throughout the school year.
Students had increased awareness about the importance of sleep and
sleep patterns.
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Human Resources Management
School Staff Recruitment and Retention
DDEA is responsible for ensuring that schools are resourced to meet the priorities and needs of students. Tables below provide details on
budgeted and actual General School, Inclusive Schooling, and Aboriginal Language staff for the 2017-18 school year.
Table 4: Budgeted and Actual Person Years for General School Staff.
General School Staff

Budge
ted

Regional Office
Administration

Teachers*

Consultants Secretaries

Custodians

Wellness
Bus
Counsellors Drivers

Cooks

School
Administration

Total

Regional Office
KTW

2.83

1.0

.2

4.03

TOTAL

2.83

1.0

.2

4.03

KTW

3.0

1.0

.5

TOTAL

3.0

1.0

.5

Actual

Regional Office

4.5

Note: *Teachers include NWTTA members who are classroom teachers, principals, assistant principals, librarians, guidance counsellors, etc.
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Table 5: Budgeted and Actual Person Years for Inclusive Schooling and Aboriginal Language Staff.
School
Inclusive Schooling (IS) Staff
Regional IS
Coordinator

Program
Support
Teachers3

Support
Assistants
B

B‡

A**

B

A

KTW

.5

.5

1.0

TOTAL

.5

.5

1.0

A

Wellness
Counsellors
B

A

Aboriginal Language (AL) Staff

Magnet
Facilities

Total IS
Staff

B

B

A

A

Total AL
Staff
B

A

1.0

1.5

1.5

1.0

1.5

1.5

Regional Office

Note: B‡ - budgeted; A**- actual.

Table 6: Compliance of Program Support Teachers and Support Assistants staffing with the Ministerial Directive on Inclusive Schooling, by school.
Where not in compliance:
Program Support
Support Assistants
Strategies used to mitigate effects of
Teachers
Reason(s) for noncompliance
noncompliance
KTW

X Compliant

Noncompliant

Compliant

Noncompliant

Program Support Teachers contribute to the education of students with diverse needs by serving as a colleague, role model and coach for teachers with
regards to inclusive instructional practices. In their daily/weekly work, PSTs are not focused on one specific curricular area, but support all student learning –
with a particular emphasis on supporting students on Student Support Plans or Individualized Education Plans.
3
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Staffing Actions
Figure below illustrates staffing actions for all education staff in DDEA or the 2017-18 school year.
Hires include all staffing actions that result in education staff entering DDEA. Internal mobility does
not apply in the case of DDEA, as it is the only DEA under the purview of the DDEA. Exits include all
staffing actions that result in education staff leaving DDEA.
Figure 1: Education Staffing Actions.

Number of Staff

1.2
1

1

1

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

0

0
Hires

Internal Mobility

Exits

Note: Education staff refers to principals, teachers, support assistants and program support teachers.

Staffing action at KTW School in 2017-2018 was the result of a leave that began during the 20172018 school year.
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Completion of Staff Evaluations
All education staff is required to undergo evaluations as per Minister’s Direction on Evaluation and
the Promotion of Professional Growth For Teachers in Northwest Territories Schools (2004) and
Direction on Principal Growth and Evaluation in the Northwest Territories (2012). Evaluations are
important in developing individual staff growth plans. In 2017-2018 school year, 0 education staff
in DDEA underwent performance reviews as there were no staff in their evaluation year in 20172018.

Appendix A: Audited Financial Statements
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